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The program, for which there is
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Hampshire College. She has also
been the recipient of the Woman
of the Year - Youth Leadership
Award from Ladies Home Journal
Magazine and the Life Membership and Schroll from the National
Council of Negro Women.
Ms. Giovanni graduated with
honors in history from Fisk. She is
now a syndicated columnist and
editorial consultant for Encore

- and
poet, Ms. Giovanni has
' produced four albums, her latest
being "Legacies" (1976) and
another, "Truth is On Its Way,"
which received the NAT.RA
Award for Best Spoken Word
.

,

no charge., wiD include , poetry . Album. She has received
readings from her works,' singing
. Honorary Doctorate of Humara-- '
degrees-fro- m
v - ties
Wilberforce
4Uiu ofarvsi ij. x uiu vui
reception will be held in the Green "University, University of
Room in McG aw. Depending on
Maryland, Ripon University,
when she arrives, Ms. Giovanni
Smith College 'and - New
will either, hold a class or do a

-

.

.

by

students. Initiated
Forum, her visit

Black

t

sored

of the Student
HEWV Office of ' Education
Activities Board and Black Forum. .'
last month, the
According to the January 17 'announced
"
publication
of
interim final
is
issue of Tone Magazine,
regulations for the campus-base- d
talented
most
the
and
of
one
National Direct Student Loan,
promising black poets. She is also
College Work-Study- ,and
only
visible,not
one of the most
Supplemental
'
because she is beautiful but Opportunity GrantEducational
programs.
because she is . a shrewd and
OE officials noted that some of
energetic propagandist." Among
the provisions of the regulations
her works --are "Black - Feeling result from changes
in policy,
Black Talk," "Poems of Angela

'Committee

changes are being considered for
1979-8academic year - applica-- ;
tionSrbut they are not included in v
the new regulations.
'
new
of
provisions
the
Several
regulations result from the
0

"-.-

she

'

-

--

'
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-

revisions made in the institutional
application process and funding

-

tnrnrirrnu.eDtember 23. from

10

a.m. until 2 p.m. in Lowry Center.
- Representatives: from volunteer
organizations from Wooster and
Wayne County will be at the fair to

answer questions about their
program' c and recruit; student'

volunteers. There'will be

representatives from the Wooster'
Community Center, the Youth
Center downtown, Big Brother,
Big Sister and Boys Village. The
County Home for the Aged,
West view Manor, Adopt a
Grandparent, Homes Nursing

develop new job opportunities for
students, including jobs outside
program
the College Work-Studand for any enrolled student.
Also in response to the 1976
amendments is a provision for

transferring

.

campiis-base-

d

program funds to the ' State
Student Financial Aid Training
Program, which trains student
assistance personnel. Another
provision relates to allowances
institutions receive for program
administration. The money must
be used first to provide students
with information about such things
as course requirements, staffing,
employment success of. former
students, and student rights and

by Martha Oesch
As a response' to one of the
prominent issues on campus in the
' last few years, a symposium on
Faith and Social Justice will be
held next week, beginning Sept. 27
at convocation, and running
through the evening of Sept. 29.
"We want to examine how religion
has acted as a catalyst to change
and social problems and when it
has been a hinderance," explained
Gordon Stewart, committee
member for the symposium."
Other committee ' member
include: faculty members Steve
Johnson and Susan Figge, senior
Marsha Stevenson and Cindy
--

responsibilities.
More than 3,000 colleges and
postsecondary vocational schools
in the programs, Jarvis from: Westminister
participate
designed to help needy students Presbyterian Church. By
meet the. cost of postsecondary examining theological implications

in-the-fi- eld

-
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cont. on pg. 7
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by Cindi Meister
Rosetta Taylor Moore is the
new Director of Career Planning
and Placement : Service and
Associate Dean at The College of
Wooster. "The students are warm and
friendly and there is a true sense of
community - on campus,"
commented Ms. Moore about her
first impressions of Wooster.
- Moore finds Wooster not unlike ;
Ohio State, where she served, as
Coordinator of Counseling and
;

Academic Advising, being in close
contact with Students.
'. ."Wooster is much smaller, but I
haven't felt the impact of the

,

symposium hopes to help people
better understand present day
problems such as South Africa
and Chile.
The symposium will consist of
an opening lecture, three case
study workshops and a final wrap
up session. Each workshop will
r
information
have a.
session where students can learn
--

two-hou-

background material in
for a discussion
session later in the day. A
.reception in a ttorm wO follow
each discussion group, so that
students and faculty can have a
chance to meet the various
resource people.
Present at each session will be a
basic

preparation

faculty member and the
symposium commentator,

Michele RusseO. Michele, an
editorial staff member of the
Feminist Press and a freelance'
writer, wiD tie aO the issues
together at the final session on
smaHness yet. The size of the town Friday, Sept. 29.
is a big difference, but the
Speaking on Religious Sources
community is very supportive, of Political Theology, is keynote
which is unique," added Moore.
speaker Rosemary Ruether, Ms.
- Her general goal for CPPS this
Ruether is a Georgia Harkness
year is to make students aware Professor of Applied Theology and
that career planning is an ongoing the author of The Radical
process, and to educate students Kingdom, and The Liberation
with the many phases of CPPS.
Theology.
CPPS laudes two interns this
The first case study workshop,
year, Kate Tdlotson, and Mike the "Furnace Gone Cold: Capital,
Flarmelly, "both CO. W. graduates.
Ethics, and the Church - in
They are all involved in training Youngstown," will focus on the
and are getting started with attempt of .the ecumenical
specific" programming to aid in coalition of the Mahoning Valley
career decisions.
and Ohio to aid the people and the
. Rosetta Moore is anxious to get
steel industry in Youngstown,
know the students and has Ohio, after the closing of the
rto

on

social movements, the

CPPS Welcomes Moore
I

y,

Seminar Probes Issues

y

Home, College Hois and Apple
Creek State Institute will also be
represented. In addition, there will
y
be people from Alcoholics
House, People to People,
Children's Home Abuse Hot Line,
and Every Woman's Home.
Wooster . Community Action
(W.C.A.) is trying to channel
student enthusiasm and ideas to
the many areas in the community
which need help. In return, the
work, provides students with
training plus a
valuable
great way to meet people and get
off campus once in a while.
W.OA. is planning training
--

?

on-Mpnda-

Half-Wa-

.

academic progress
and must not be in default on an
education loan, or owe a refund on
an education grant supported by
the federal government.
Renowned poet Nikki Giovanni will share her poetry, her music,
September 25,
Institutions may use College ." and her life when she visits Wooster
.Work-Stud1 ' .."
funds to locate and in McGaw Chapel.
y,

Opportunities Offered for
Volunteer Involvement Wooster Community Action, a
new organization on campus, is
sponsoring a Volunteer Fair

student must be making
satisfactory

-

9

uiritr

sweuiell

.

.

procedures. These changes were-- ,
introduced in applications for
1978-7academic year funds. The
Office of Education said other

Nikki Giovanni," and "The

Education Amendments of 1976.
For example: '
To. be eligible for aid, a
--

.Important examples being

Reccrdino

J

American and. Worldwide News
"
"
Magazine.

--

--

:.

HEW Rules Strict

.

is-co-spon-

which is found perhaps her best
known 'poems, "Nikki-Rosa,- "
"A
Dialogue: James' Baldwin and

4--

.

.

workshop for all ; interested

1

G races McG aw

iovamtmii
Nikki Giovanni, acclaimed as
the Princesfrof Black Poetry, will
' be appearing in.McGaw Chapel
Monday, September 25 at 8:00

Number

.

cont. on pg. 6
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Liberal Arts: It's Worth?

r

Time waits for no one," or so thesaying goes, and yet another
academic year has begun. In its relentless march forward, time often has
ways of changing the faces of people, placesand insdhjtions. Indeed, one
- needn't look further than Wooster itself
to notice the changes which
have occurred within the past few years. A new president, new
.curriculum advancesTand a new price tag for it aQ.
Wooster, and other small, private," independently supported
institutions Hke it, are faced with a frightening dilemma. Stated simply, it
is this: How to maintain the liberal arts tradition without pricing itself out
'
.
of existence.
.;
The cost of higher education has
in the past few years.
Wooster's tuition increase of last year, which was less than the national
inflation index of higher education, was nevertheless staggering to many.
In all reality, future tuition increases can be expected, and Wooster's
- $5600-plu- s
price may easily give chase to the
tab now
'
endured by students at Harvard, Yale and M.I.T. Institutions such as
Wooster are beset by spiraling overhead costs which simply cannot be
matched by alumni endowments; hence the rise in tuition costs.
All of this has forced many to
their educational goals and
philosophies. Does a liberal arts education pay for itself? Or, has the
situation reached the point where more state and federal lfunding is
necessary, with its accompanying curriculum statutes, dictating a
less flexible, vocational orientation?
Congress is in the process of considering several pieces of legislation
which would attempt to alleviate some of the financial burden incurred
by higher education. President Carter has come out in favor of an
expanded student loan program, but this is riddled with faults. The:
percentage of defaults on student loans has risen critically within the past
three years, lending to a severe scarcity of loans, and a dramatic increase
in interest rates.
, The situation is bad; it could get worse. While Wooster has remained
relatively unscathed, similar institutions have found themselves
. precariously approaching bankruptcy and closure. What is at stake here .
is more than the future of the institutions themselves but, also,
commitment to the liberal arts tradition. To see that
committment die would be the greatest tragedy of all. '
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Carter Deserves Credit

that's

you when

Few people actually expected Jimmy Carter to emerge from the
Camp David Summit with a Middle East peace accord. But, with a
satisfaction rarely observed since he took office, Carter announced
Sunday night that he had signed, a blueprint for peace with Israel's
Menachem Begin and Egypt's Anwar Sadat. An Egyptian-Israepeace
treaty now appears probable, while as recently as last week many
... Twenty
new faces grace 'the
speculated that war was inevitable.
Success has to be especially sweet for President Carter, for in the last halls of Kauke, Wishart, and
he has thrown himself into one brick wall after another. Mateer and. the faculty, dining
His energy plan-h- is
comprehensive proposal to reduce the United , room as new members on
State's reliance on foreign oil and instill a nationwide conservation ethic-h- as Wooster's faculty staff.
been whittled down to a fragment of its original form.
V "This year, the VOICE set out to
urban plan designed to give new life to our dying, Northeastemr
His
get to know these new faces
r
industrial cities has already been subject to severe criticism - both from
of the academic
outside
- classroom..
liberals and conservatives.
Several questions
According to the latest polls, the President's popularity has dropped
were asked to help students
below Richard Nixon's lowpoint during Watergate, despite the fact that
identify with new profs." Maybe
Carter' has been an active President. What he needed was a major youH find a similar hobby.
vsuccess, and now he just may have found it.
Karen Dugger of the Sociology
Though Carter does seem to be lacking in political
Department is a yoga enthusiast.
experience, he has shown a sincerity to pursue issues he believes vital to This relaxation hobby was
this country. He took an enormous risk at the Camp David Summit, for if
so she can recommend the
such a conference had proven fruitless, war would most certainly be best books. Karen also Ekes to jog
threatening. But Carter did pull this one off, and deserves all the credit he
and swim.
will receive.
Ms. - Dugger's biggest shock
about Wooster is the friendliness
WOOSTEBf VOICE
of the people. "I expected the
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE
campus to be friendly, but it really
STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Opinions expressed m
amazed me when even the clerks
ledilorvals and feature are those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as
in the stores went out of their way
representative of administration policy.
to help," exclaimed Karen.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
"My dissertation is my extra
students, faculty, administrator, subscribers, and members of the1 greater
interest presently,'' ' commented
IvVooster community. AH correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER
Mark Weaver of the Political
VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Ohio 4469 L
Science Department. Mr. Weaver
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association
land the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are now $6.50 per year
favors the winter sports, ' and

Travelling and movies are
hobbies for Safvatore Zumbo,
visiting in the Spanish and Italian
Departments. '
The small town atmosphere
was a shock here in Wooster,"
commented Zumbo. He likes the
trees and Wooster's congeniality
but wishes for more theaters and

year-and-a-ha- lf

:

.

'

.

foreign films.
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.

arm-twistin-
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g

self-taug-ht

.
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.

pot a second class subscription and $9.50 per year for first class.
Offices of the WvXJSTfcK VOICE are located in lower Lowrv Center. Room G
19. Telephone: (216)

264-123-

especially
skiing.

enjoys

cross-count-

ry

.;

.

extension 433.
STAFF

4,

Mark's shock about Wooster is
f
There . are great
...... Doug Pinkhami three-foly
downtown relations,,
Associate Editors:
News
Greg Stolcis
relations, and student-facult- y
;
Feature..
Sabrina Johnson
relations. I can't believe
Sports
Jim WiUcins students actually speak to profs
Photography
,. .Amy Sancetta outside the classroom," added Mr.
..
Mary Ann Woodie
........
.'
Production Manager
Weaver.
lAdverbsmg Manager
.
CindiMeister
....
Walter Wyman of the Religion
Circulation Manager
,
. ... .Anne Beever
bopy Editor
,
.
....Lori Carlson Department is a Civ3 War Buff and
is also interested in Germany.
lAssistant Editors:
...
.Y. ........ Martha OeschI where he studied at Heidelberg.
Feature......
Dan Hunter
: Sports
"Lack of paranoia,' responded
Photography
Greg Tonian, John Walshj Wyman, "is my biggest shock." He
Reporting Staff: Dan Harkins, Diarma Troyer, Cathy Garrigus, Louise A BlumJ comes to Wooster from Chicago '
Brigrt Staatsen, Hank Sperry, Carolyn Selby, Kevm Kdcommons, Brenda Luger
and has to adjusftonot looking in
'
Deb Berg
his shadow for safety's ssJte. :
.

d.

(Editor-in-Chie-

college-communit-

,.r

-

'

.

living less tharr2S00 miles

they did last year..

:

apart as

'.

-

Leslie likes jogging for a hobby.
"It's (Wooster) lived up to all my
expectations," claimed Ms. Day,
describing her greatest shockJoseph Day claims schooT as his
hobby right now, but also added
Vogner to the list. '
-

.

The Greek, and Latin,

--

.

were only one day old"

New Faculty: Views of COW

li

.

YOU"

.

"The weather!" Wooster's

Department- - employ a husband
and wife teaching tearrf this year.

humidity was Dr. Day's greatest
shock coming from dry California.'

Leslie and , Joseph Day are

continued next week...

Dorm Life Studied
In an

effort' to enhance

Students

who have concerns"
share them with ' the
chairperson of either the Program
Board or Hall Council
The Dean's Office states that it
is concerned with establishing

communication on campus, the
Dean of Students Office has
formed this year the Residential
Life Advisory. Board. This Board,
which will be advisory to Dwight

should

Moore, Associate Dean of

effective lines of communication

Students, will be composed of the and recognizes that this Board is
chahpeople of Program Boards one step in that direction. j
.and Hall Councils in all the major
residences, plus two members at
large from thermal houses.
Initially, Dean Moore will share '
by Louise A. Blum
with the Board results of several - f
studies of the residence hall '
again,-thUnited States
program which were prepared by
government has seen fit to come
the Dean's Office and the
to the : rescue with a federal
President's Special Committee on
subsidization ' and, as a direct
Residential Life. These reports will
consequence, three dormitories at
serve to update the Board on
the College of Wooster. -.
current and projected developArmington, BissmarC and the top
ments in the housing area of two floors of Kenarden - now have
Student Life.
' new windows. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development
This Board wO provide an
opportunity for each living unit to has loaned the college $145,000 as
air concerns, to offer advice on ' part of ; its "College Energy
housing policy matters, and to-- Conservation - Rehabilitation '
Program", to be- - repaid at 3
communicate to the students in
; their units about projects and "' interest.
directions , in residential life.
Cont. on pg. 7 --' ? T.

Windows Replaced
1

'-O-

e

nce

.

r-

--
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Ceet er mm New Pfrogr amming

Fnamds Aid

,

'

The Women's ResourceCenter
is an advocacy and support group
for Wooster College women which
addresses a broad range of
.

.

"

women's - interests. It was
.

established in 1975 on the premise
that it would have a concern for
and promote the full development
of women students within the

of a campus women's newspaper range of activities over the next
focusing on women's areas of three years. The money granted is
interest (for .example, women's specifically budgeted toward the
sports),, the continued purchasing purchaseof films and library
of library materials, a faculty- - resources, the Women's
e
lecturedseries centering on. newspaper, a salary for two
for
student
and
annual Women's Career Day. ?
bringing in professional people
r Last spring, the Center applied
(speakers,
poets, alumnae).
endowment
national
several
to
I
advisor, Dottie
alumni
"Our
organizations with proposals for
funding independent of the Gerrity, deserves all the credit for
College. In late June the George our grant,' said Nancy Duncan,
- of
the Resource
Gund Foundation of Cleveland
announced that it had approved a Center. "She realized that to
grant of $10,925 to assist the continue and expand the
programs the Center started we'd
, Resource Center in increasing its
have to go outside the College and
get financial help.- - Sally Patton
from the Development office
helped Dottie and members of last
Research in "Mission Agencies," year's Center write the grant
further explained the government proposal.". Also directing the
has shifted from basic research to Center is Gail Huston, a senior
applied research. That means biology major.
' federal agencies now can only fund
The Women's Resource Center
research that is directly related to is looking forward to an active
the agencies' legislative mandates. year, says Duncan, because of the
- For
example, the Dept. of grant and the enthusiasm of its
Defense, which used to fund members. Interested students are
mathematics research, can do so invited to attend their Tuesday
now only if the research can be night meetings at 9 p.m. in the
applied to, say, weapons systems. Center or contact Gail Huston at
Yet that kind - of research ext. 214 or Nancy Duncan at ext.
requires ' elaborate equipment.. 338.
Since the government no longer
finances such .'equipment for
schools, many colleges are simply
being shut out of federal research
grants. The National Science
- Board found that 85 percent of the
--

:

I

i

part-tim-

co-directo-

--

rs

"

College community. These

objectives

are still the main'
concern of the Resource Center.
Last year the Center was
demonstrative of their consciousness by keeping busy .with many
activities including the publication

co-direct-

or

Money Dwindling
:

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-T- he
federal government gave
more money than ever before for
scientific research at colleges and
universities last year. ; But a
National Science Board report has
found some ominous trends
behind that news. The report
suggests that in the future there'll
be fewer research dollars available
for fewer schools, thus knocking
the props from under many
college science departments.
As a result, more colleges are

.

,

,

;

.

stressing teaching over the

research role for their science
professors.
Back in the early 1960s, the"
report explains, the federal
government generously granted
millions in basic research funds to
buy sophisticated equipment,
assemble special laboratories, and

.

.

government's basic research

;

construct', whole 'science

complexes.
By 1977, though, most of those
grants had. been either reduced or
discontinued. And by 1977, most
federal science funding required
just those kinds of elaborate
those
facilities. Consequently
schools that employed someone
who was good at getting basic
research grants in the early sixties
are now the only schools that can
compete effectively - for basic
research grants in the .seventies.
The report, called "Basic

went
monies in fiscal year 1977-7to- - fewer than one hundred
colleges.
So the NSB, which oversees the
National Science Foundation,
forecasts some radical changes in
the historic relationship between
the government and the academic
scientific community. Already
many science departments, short
of research money, are scheduling
more teaching time for their
researchers. Without stretching
the point too far, it's a case of the
academic scientific community
8

.

losing not only its biggest
customer, but its. primary source
of funding.

t

of the college
freshmen this year are high school
'
seniors who took the Scholastic
u Aptitude Test (SAT) last year. The
f nationwide test results have just
view
been released. The SAT-ey- e
- of freshmen reveals, among other
ir, things, that:
any smarter, but not
j A ;They aren't
(CPS)-Two-thi- rds

:

--

:

"

much dumber.
: : Their parents are making more
money but not giving it to them.
Girls start out smarter than
boys, but get dumber.
Academically, the class of '82
"
set a record. For the first time in 10
years,' the average verbal score
didn't go down; it held steady at
s r429. The math score, however,
'6 I dropped by two points, as it did
r'- fast year.
.'
35,J4The grade point -- averages
(GPA's), too, . have dropped to
1
t .r - Art l
J.W irom lasi year s o.xi snu
3.12: Achievement Test
f ;rt1976's
'score averages declined for the
r' second consecutive year, as did
" ine nurnoer oi siuutiu uuuny us
'' tests. ."
,'
' f Financially, freshmen may have ,
to sweat more for their education. ,
Their families' median incomes
rose from $17,600 to $19,200, a
..i

--

-

1

.

--

1

:

1

--

;

--

;-

--..

rate a little over the inflation rate.
However, parents are expected to
. contribute only 25 to ten percent
of costs, which average $3,054 a
' year
at public schools and $5,110
annually at private schools.
Median parent contributions
varied widely according to ethnic
groups, ranging from $380 per
year for blacks, $390 for Puerto
Ricans, $430 for Mexican.-Amerkrans,

$560 for American
Indians, and $630 for Orientals to
$1,410 for whites."
s
The social makeup of
is changing in the direction
of past years, with more minorities
(17 percent), more women (51.6
percent), and less men (48.4
SAT-taker-

coat, on pg. 7

'

Gail Huston (left) and Nancy Duncan greet visitors and discuss
program plans at a recent open house at the Women' Resource

Center.

On October 16 and 17,
representatives of The Lisle
Fellowship, Inc. "will visit the
College of Wooster campus to
discuss "their 1979 Programs in
.

Intercultural Human Relations.
Lisle, founded in 1936, is a
pioneer in experiential education
in international settings. Since that
time, over 3500 persons have
participated in 108 programs held
Lisle's basic
in 12 nations.
educational pattern is the
alternation of practical field work

in

community-base-

d

human

service programs with evaluations
and group discussions at each
unit's residential home center.
Each Lisle program emphasizes:

personal development, an
intercultural group living

experience, and experiential

learning via field work assignments
in small teams.
. In 1979, Lisle programs will be
held for a period of six weeks
during the summer in the following
locations: The MIDDLE EAST,
INDIA, COLOMBIA and CUBA.
Special Seminars during the
January interim period will take
place in INDIA, CUBA and in
ATLANTA, GA.
For further information about
Lisle and the schedule of their

representatives on campus,
contact the Office of Career
,

Planning and Placement, the
Foreign Student Advisor (or other
appropriate office).

Photo by Doug Pinkham.

EAG Announced

.

.

SAT Changes Minimal
'..

Lisle Discuss
New Program

The' Educational

-

Affairs

serving as a vehicle through which

is comprised of 20
students who also seive as
representatives to various faculty
committees. This year, the E.A.C.
will stress "increased communica-

Members of the E.A.C.
for 1978-7- 9
Educational Policy Committee

students can express their
educational concerns. The
committee

college teachers-continuto lament the flagging
skills of students,
academic
(CPS)-- As

elementary

and secondary

e

teachers are trying something they
think may alleviate the problem
before it reaches the college level:
they're going to flunk more pupils
A National Education Association survey found many teachers
-

are indeed flunking more kids.
Teachers are cutting down on the

"social promotions" they formerly
gave to students with substandard grades. The increase in
"failures" was also prompted by

public

criticism

of lowered

academic standards at all school
levels.
Yet giving the public what it
.

.

Ellen McKnight & Carol Rowan

Academic Standards

tion" in dealing with all issues

communication between the
student body and the E.A.C.
members and between the E.A.C.
members and their faculty
committees. Therefore, students
are urged to bring any educational
concerns to the attention of the
E.A.C. members. Specific issues
that the E.A.C. will be addressing
this fall are the current review of

the curriculum, student

Jazz Auditions
The University Jazz Ensemble

David Shaw & Phil Diller

Admissions
Tom Shrilla & Nan Fausnaugh
.

Upperclass Programs

Keith Amtsberg & Sharon Farmer

Cultural Events
Gretchen Johnson & Judy
Simmons

International Education

Leslie Davis

&
Bechkowiak

Michele

Publications

George Crisci & Patricia
Hollander

Athletics
Thomas Noble & Paul Hammond

Library

auditions Monday,
- Martha Jameson & Sue Shin
September 25. at 7:00 D.m. in the
Music Annex. Any COW student Peg Status of Women
Wetssbrod & Laurel Danes
may audition. The group is
Brooks.
by
Dr.
Leon
directed
Music of many styles will be
studied and performed at the
Ensemble's concerts during the
school year. Students interested in
arranging may have their work
(CPS) King's College wants its
performed.
old campus back. Trouble is, its
old campus happens to be what is
will

hold

King Renews

Campus Feud
--

Failures Successes in New System
:

participation in evaluating

professors, and student academic
attitudes as shown through last
spring's survey of the student
body.

-

Committee is a student committee

wants, in this case, also means
giving it something it doesn't want.
The Association wonders if
taxpayers are ready to accept the
consequences of the failures, such
as the additional costs of remedial
classes,' "repeat" sessions, and
other alternatives.
And teachers are expecting

conL on pg. 7

now known as Columbia

University in New York. And if
King's can't get its campus back,
the small Nova Scotia school
wants a relatively modest $50
million settlement.

It seems Columbia was
chartered by King
George II as King's College back in
1754. King's was to be "an
originally

Anglican institution" in perpetuity,

cont. on pg. 9
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The Glha
As I said, I don't have all the
answers by any means, but I
believe these are legitimate doubts
and need considering.
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major mode for stressing

academics

'

-

it it

I

COPELAND: A key point for
me is this: what do we mean by
social development? Well, to me, it
means exploring intellectually who
we are as human beings. I don't
mean by "social development," an
Tm OK, you're OK" kind of
psychology. If a transition
approach is the top priority, then
we ought to phase out the health
service during the senior year, and
say "OK, "you're a senior now,
you've got to learn to Eve in the
real world. You call your local
physician if you have a medical
problem." We don't do that We
continue right through graduation
seeking to provide support for
academic achievement.

COPELAND:I don't see what
we have as stringent, and I don't
see. that visitation is the major
mode for expressing the academic
program. .
- ATOICE: Then, simph the

"We intentionally

create an environment to foster
intellectual achieve-

ment. It's not a
totally 'real world'
situation.
maintaining of a system,

--

whether it is stringent or not. Is
that necessarily the best mode
to use? I'm getting back to the
idea of college as experienciaL

VOICE: But wouldn't it be
serving their best interests to
provide something in between
COPELAND; You see, that's
the extremes? Not telling
seniors to find their own what I don't buy
physician, but to provide a percent, because I think that you
situation where they would have social development in a
have a lot more choice as far as summer camp or .a sandlot
hours, as far as whether they baseball team; and that sort of
might want to go off Health socialization process goes on
Service.
before you come to college and it '
one-hundre-

'

"

I

I-

how, essentially,

sorts of
trying to balance those

concerns as well Briefly, these
had to do with continuing to
encourage the housing programs
that we now have, including the

program

integration

"I don't think that

sons and daughters, in other
conditions in one school with
those in another. But, yes, the
variety of the kinds of situations

--

geographical locations, particular
institutional objectives,
tion of student body and faculty,
allocation of resources, an affect
the pattern judged to be best for

with

upper class men, program houses,
sections and so forth. Is it possible
to superimpose on aD of these a

the rights of everyone to use their
rooms for study and

genuine choice between limited
and open visitation and not reduce
the variety of housing programs?
The second had to do with

rest are being
respected."

--

institution

--

24-ho- ur

visitation option system would
work in .other places, and
appears to have worked in

other places?

COPELAND:

I

really

don't

know about . those other

situations.
;

VOICE: Weren't they written
ti
c.--

ftf si

?r 'HI

--

COPELAND: Well, as I said, a
college is a complicated human
creation. We intentionally create

--

:

!

an environment fo foster

intellectual achievement. It is not a
totally "real world" situation. We

I

-

that would

And

explain why a

.'Vrns;i;

;

--

deliberately construct the

and its allocation of

resources.
VOICE:

.

VOICE: Don't we have a
problem as far as transition of
people graduating from this
college into the real world is
concerned?

environment to make academic
work easier. We don't, for
example, say to a student, "If you
get sick, call your own physician in
town." We provide Hygeia HaH
which is close by and accessible. I
don't think there is anything
sacred about the particular set of
conditions we've chosen to five
under, but it seems to me that we
have to decide what are the best
conditions which are going to give
every one. of us the optimum
chance to succeed. I am
si f

;

in

the

;-pro-

depending on the structure of the

against

.

those kinds of
considerations... It differs that school
-

nd

,

schools as they compare

s

two-thousa-

a narrow sense, but in the
advantages of having freshmen in broadest sense of what are the
a coed living unit in Babcock this works of trie mind that are going to
yearI'm still talking to many stand you in good stead for. the '
persons, but I do not think that the next sixty years. These are the '
answers are by any means clear at lasting things. And this kind of pop :
this point. The institution does approach of "Tm OK, you're OK,
have an obligation to provide the and let's be one of the guys" went
on in high school and it will on after
optimum conditions for everyone,
i
not just the strongest. I am sure of college. But if s a highly artificial
in
stressful
which
situation
we
and
that. I'm afraid we may have
'
surrendered some of our concern are living, with an incredible '
of
built
resources
concentration
for the total community.
around the formal academic '
VOICE: In what ways?
curriculum of the College. And I'd
COPELAND: WelL by placing a like us to be straight about, that
large burden on the individual
And I know from my t
student always to assume the first
with many faculty
burden to confront others in order conversation
this is a concern ;
that
students
and
to protect his or her own interests. of theirs, too.
I think the RA's are doing a
you're'
VOICE:So
.tremendous job. Some changes trying to do is towhat
reduce
stress
have been made in this year's
possible
as
much
as
and
program that are going to give
for
them additional backing as they do academics a framework
is
best
that
suited
their jobs... In an academic
everyone.
institution I think the priority forCOPELAND: Yes. Intenectual 7
ought to be clear. And I don't think achievement,
in the broadest
it is always clear. From students
of the term, both in the
sense
who come to see me, and the classroom
and outside. How do ,
letters I've gotten this summer you confront your emerging selves
i
from parents who. . have said, with
the
best
that
the
human
"WeVe concerned about this. Our imagination has achieved.
It's a
son doesn't want to speak up very precious thing if it can
be
because he's seen as not one of the done.
"
;
:
guys." And the person who says,
VOICE: I have one question ". '
"My hafl was a jungle last year." Tm
not suggesting that visitation is dealing with the code of
necessarily tied to this. But I do conduct and how it relates to
want us to get our house in order, this. In the preamble to the
because I think in the long run code, it states that the coQege
that's going to benefit more believes that the Christian j
students and it's going to suggest ethic is best served in an 3
. r i I s t Lf.',vcr ,Tm t i , i r e f t jri

considerations

respond, "No, our system is not
working." For me, one of the best
gauges are the kinds of reactions
that parents and students have
who have brothers and sisters,

can

people five together with
a minimum of friction and a
maximum of encouragement to
get the job done. And I don't mean

can see those
infrequent person who will

d

goes on after college. You go
through a" set of stages, and you
have a series of 'crises' in life. It's

COPELAND:
One of the
questions in this is do we want to
maintain... the pattern that we
once had: this is a senior dorm,
and this is an underclass dorm. I

-'

Photo by Doug Pinkham.

many-counselor-

being fairly

stringent visitation rules.

problem, don't you, of the
transition into the real world?

iv

-

VOICE: - Then it's coming
down to, more or less, a moral
judgment of whether we want
Wooster to be a place with its

T- -

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

III

academic environment. Now,
that is obviously a pretty
subjective judgment.
COPELAND: I agree, in the
final analysis it must involve the
judgment of students, faculty,
administrators, and others. And it
is a difficult judgment to make.
Conditions vary from school to
school and depend on the kinds of
resources the institution chooses
to devote to achieving particular
kinds of. conditions. How
versus the academic

our

security and whether our current
system is compatible with the
visitation proposal. My third
concern was the matter of privacy.
I have received more cards and
letters about this than any other
question. I don't think that the
rights of everyone to use their
rooms for study and rest are being
respected. Some people are
getting run over, and I thought we
ought to address this problem as it
now exists before we place any
more of a burden on individuals,
R.A.'s, the faculty and the
counseling services of the College. ,

'

1

'

i

structure, a framework for an

Now, there were other

freshmen

;

'

--

to be?"

arrangements working, and Tm

understanding of these human
achievements we will become
more fully realized beings.

of

::

f

"

Wooster.

important

by increasing

'"I

':

'
""fTl
beginning
From the
of his administration, Dr. Copeland has
focused much of his attention on academics at the College of
II

this

achievements of the human mind
and the clues they provide for
understanding ourselves, others
and the natural world. I believe

that

2

'

kind of
complexity and supported by such
a concentration of resources, then
it seems to me that the institution
has an obligation to try to see that
the priorities of the community are
carried through... I take the chief
priority for the College to be that
of young and old exploring
together in an imaginative way
e

F

-- A
'

.

J

this .many people together

of-th-

'

"

'

believe we have an obligation as an
academic institution to try to
ensure the optimum conditions for
all students for intellectual growth.
The question we face is what are
the conditions which are most
conducive to academic achievement... An academic institution is
a complex human creation; it is a
gathering together of a great many
resources to create a complicated
intellectual environment in which a
large number of very diverse
persons are going to live and work
for four years. And when you get

some

-

'

.

!

COPELAND: Well, I had four
concerns that I tried to express in
my letter of response to Campus
Council. I think the major question
for the College is to define the
nature of its community. What are
our priorities as an institution? The
faculty has been concerned with
this through a committee which it
appointed last year, and I have
been concerned with it through a
committee on residential life which
I appointed. It seems to me that we
must focus on the nature of the
institution and its priorities. I

by

.

'

'

:A

'

'

"

by Doug Pinkham
VOICE: Dr. Copeland, there
was a great deal of student
opposition to your veto of the
SGA visitation proposal last
year. Why, once again, did you
decide to veto the proposal?

surrounded

" '

concerned about the one hundred
students a year asked to withdraw
for academic reasons, frequently
not because they don't have the
intellectual ability, but because of
an inability to sleep in their room,
to work things out with a
roommate, and so forth. And also
by
some students on campus who
'
do not do as well as they could if
1 ' they
were living under more
settled conditions.
VOICE: But you stHl have the

COPELAND: Wen, there were
tables there...' but you get different
evaluations... If you call another
Dean of Students and ask, "Is your
system working?" it will be the

VOICE: You've talked about
the idea of wanting to provide a
'

the kind of place we'd like to be.
It's in my mind as we sort out our
identity in the next few years,'
"What kind of place are we going

up in the visitation proposal?

vide

This past week the WOOSTER
VOICE interviewed Dr. Henry
Copeland as he began his second
year as President of the College of
Wooster. Copeland shared his
views on visitation, the academic
calendar, and the financial status
of the College. The following is an
edited transcript of that interview:

Aim

-

.

;

.

if

:

.
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iroir
atmosphere of

that is

,

re-enforc-

by

the communitystudents,
faculty,

'

administrators, and
trustees. Now, the fact remains
that a majority of the students
seem to favor the SGA
visitation proposal, and yet you
vetoed the proposal That's
obviously an absence of
consensus.

--

'

.

, TT

'

"The primary

VOICE: What, overall, do
you consider, the College's
major priorities this year?

curriculum,1 n

COPELAND: Right.

VOICE: Does that mean,
theoretically, that because the
present visitation system does
not appear to have a
consensus, the existing system

COPELAND:I would like to see
us continue to do what I think
we've been doing for a number of
years and that is. to continue to
enhance the quality of hhe

the more vital and necessary will

be - liberal

A AAi:''::

'

question is the

.

O T

endowment wilil have gone from
approximately fifteen million to
eighteen million dollars in 12
months. That's a twenty percent
increase in .the worth of the
endowment and has enhanced our
ability to provide scholarships and
other opportunities for students. '

flMSMMMMMMMMMMIMMM

VOICE: And we don't know
entirely where the trustees lie?

education, the

cultivation of ' one's general
capacity for understanding the
world. It's shortsighted to try to
is invalid?
prepare for what appears to be the
COPELAND:No, I don't think' "best seller" at the moment. One
so. The institution tries to live by
stands a much greater chance of
the Catalogue that it publishes in
living a meaningful life in a rapidly
terms, of majors that are set forth
changing world if one nurtures
when you enter as a freshman and
one's greatest capacities for '
other commitments that we make , understanding everything to the
in terms of different kinds of
extent that that can, be done.'
programs "to be offered. I think if While it may be a little more
you enter under a particular
difficult to get the first job, a
situation the presumption is that
liberally educated person tends to
the current situation continues to
lead a fuller life, to rise higher in the
be in existence until it's changed kinds of responsibilities they
'
by a new consensus...I don't think
exercise in the world. And I'm not
we have a consensus on the
thinking' in dollars and cents
calendar at the moment. But it terms; I'm thinking in terms of
doesn't mean that we don't have
human satisfaction.. .In coming to
calendar-- ; .for this year, . Even- '
liberal arts college, you bet prV
a
though a faculty member might, the long run.
feel passionately that the semester
VOICE: Is Wooster on stable
system is far better than the
faculty
quarter system, that
member still has an obligation to
do the best he or she can with the
quarter system. You just don't
Dr. Robert H. Smith of the
withdraw into a state of nature,
Department
of - Religion has
have
a
and say we're not going to
'
during the coming
announced
that
calendar at all.
will
weeks
he
be accepting
.VOICE: While we're on that
applications from students who
' subject,
expect
a
you
do
to participate in the 1979
calendar change in the near' wish
of The Sydney Woos t er
season
future? That was another Joint Expedition
to Pella, which
d
issue last year.
will be conducted during the
:
' COPELAND: Well, my spring quarter of this year.
The archaeological expedition is
personal feeling is that we ought to
a program sponsored equally by
consider the curriculum first.
The College of Wooster and The
Obviously a majority of the faculty
University of Sydney in Australia,
disagreed with this last year. Then,
is a successor to The Wooster
and
curriculum
have
a
once we
Expedition to Pella which
defined-wheth- er.
it's the present
conducted excavations at Pella in
one, refined or a totally new one- -I
1967 before its field operations
believe you then ask yourself what
li
were interrupted by the
kind of calendar is most consistent
war of 1967. Prior to this
with that curriculum. It seems to
time it has been impossible to.
me personally that calendar is a
resume field work at the site, but
secondary rather than a primary
in the
question. The primary question is recent improvements
the curriculum. I believe the political climate have paved the
Educational Policy Committee - way for the return to the field.
Approximately eight to ten
hoped ' that the two could be
Wooster
students are expected to
concurrently
last
considered
participate in the 1979 field
Spring. I won't go into the reasons,
operations at this ancient '
I won't try to interpret why the
Jordanian city. The cost for
faculty voted as it voted on two
occasions; but I think that one of students will be approximately the
the reasons may have been that it same as that for persons living on
became evident that there was not campus during spring quarter
yet a clear consensus on a new except ior a surcharge equal to
f
of the round-triair fare
curriculum. The faculty wanted to
present
which
Jordan,
at
to
rates
I
exploring,
do' some more
and
think that that exploration is now would amount to approximately
,
going on with both faculty and $350. r
will
in a
staff
The
be
housed
whole
being
tinto
drawn
a
students
host of subcommittees. The permanent field headquarters that
calendar question may come up is now under construction dose to
again, therefore, but it would be my Pella's ruins. Students who take
guess that the question would not part will find that, in spite of the
come up again immediately. Don't site's relative remoteness from
count on it, however, because I am modem cities, they will sleep in .

educational

program--throug-

h

symposia, visiting faculty that are
here, programs like Pella, living
conditions in the residence halls,
and so forth. Certain physical
changes were made in the dorms
last year, others will be made in
the coming year. I hope we can
make still others next year. It's a
slow process of refining what we
already are doing. It's Such a rich
and complicated intellectual environment in which we live, and we
have to work to keep it that way.
This year's freshman class is a
strong class... Good students and
good faculty are the heart of the
institution. The library, the labs,
the studios, the computer facilities

:

,

5

.

.

.

COPELAND: I think the liberal
arts are a tradition with a future.
The matter of vocationalism tends
to go in cycles, and seems to me to
be terribly shorted-sighteThe
more rapidly the world changes,

COPELAND: That is correct.
We don't have a consensus at this '
time between the faculty,' the
administration, and the students.

.

.

financial footing fhis year?

.

d.

.

-

COPELAND: Yes, it is. We
can a small, have
budget ior last
liberal arts college such as year. a balanced substantially
We'
added
Wooster adapt to a world that the net worth of the institutionto
seems to be becoming more .through
' gifts to the
vocationally-oriented- ?
Does endowment. the
And I hope that in the
the liberal arts college have a next few days we can complete the
"
futvre?
Timken challenge. In effect,. our

a

structure of limitations agreed
upon in principle by - a
consensus of all. elements of

.

"

frequently wrong.
- VOICE: How

self-discipli- ne

ed

Tl

.

and other resources

-

'l

11
..:

.

are

-

Despite the high' costs of education and a dwindling pool of
students, Cope land believes Wooster can hold its
own financially in years to come. Photo by Doug Ptnkham.

ingredients, but good students and
good faculty are the key.

college-ag- e

Smith Seeks Applicants for Pella Trip

;

comfortable new rooms and have
such amenities as electricity and
running water. '

..'

hotly-debate-

.

Arab-Israe-

;

--

one-hal-

p

-

.

-

--

co-directo-

;

N

Pella is of great archaeological
importance, having'been inhabited
for at least six thousand years.
This extremely long history gives it
an almost unique significance
among the archaeological sites of
Jordan.' The central feature is a
large
of debris a
quarter-mil- e
long and a hundred
feet high. All around the mound
are other ruins and tombs of
varying dates, situated against a
dramatic backdrop of the Jordan
Valley and the Transjordanian
hills...
Student participants will be
given archaeological guidance by
Dr. Smith, who is one of the two
city-moun-

d

-

.

of the Joint

rs

The staff will be in the field

approximately eight weeks.

Expedition, and other excavators
on the staff. Most students will be
responsible for the supervision of
excavation areas, and will keep
detailed field records which will
later be studied for the clues that
they yield about the history of
Pella.

--

Students
need to arrive as
soon as possible after completing
their winter quarter at Wooster, so
that field activities can commence
on March 17. During the winter
quarter before their departure, the
students who have been selected
will meet for weekly seminars on
will

Transjordanian archaeology and
elementary spoken Arabic.
Any student who wishes to have
further information or to make
application should see Dr. Smith in
Kauke 132 or call him at home
)
to arrange for a
conference. The final date for

Excavations will focus on the
central mound, the cemeteries of
the city, a Byzantine monastery, a
Roman temple and nymphaeum
and a variety of other important
ancient remains at the site.
Excavations in the large West
Church, begun by Wooster in
1967, will be continued so that
some questions connected with
the church's history can be
answered.

(264-7063-

chosen to participate in the 1979
season will be announced by
November 3.

Revisions Due in Funding

Continued from page

1

National Direct
Student Loan Program, a student
may borrow up to a total of $2,500
for the first two years of
postsecondary study, $5,000 for
the baccalaureate degree, and
$10,000 for graduate study,
(including any amount borrowed
as an undergraduate).

d

The three

campus-base-

d

programs give institutions

flexibility

in

putting together a

package of aid that, combined with
a Basic Grant, will best' meet the
requirements of an individual
student who is in financial need. In
simple terms, "financial need" is
the difference between the cost of

education and the amount the
student and his or her family
to pay.
are-abl-

increase the minimum wage from
$2.30 to $2.65 an hour.

the

Under

education. Education institutions
administer the federally-fundeprograms and are responsible for
determining which students are
eligible for assistance and the
amount they will receive.

College

Work-Stud-

program of

part-tim-

e

for students.

is a
employment

Education

institutions arrange the jobs which
may be
or
with a federal, state, or local
agency or private, nonprofit
organization. The new regulations
on-camp-

e

y

us

Supplemental Educational

off-camp-

us

1

Opportunity Grants are awarded
to students who, without this
additional resource, would not be
able to pursue postsecondary
education. Grants cannot be for
less than $200 or more than $1,500
a year. Normally, applicants may
receiving funding for up to four
years. However, when a course of
study requires extra time, a fifth
year may be funded The total that
may be awarded is $4,000 for a
r
course of study or $5,000
course.'
for a'
four-yea-

five-ye-

ar
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WorW Et Kic in Nazi Germany
;

deep-seate- d

.

;

writings, and eventually developed

from the outset felt a
opposition to Nazism,

by Greg Stolcis .. r 'V
In her convocation, entitled

and his notion that active

resistance-an-

d

passive contemplation met in
searched for a number of years for
a mode to express his opposition. a search for a work ethic For ;
A Rhodes Scholar, a student of Trott, work defined one's social

"Resistance and Contemplation:
The Protestant Work Ethic in Nazi
Germany", Nancy Lukens of the
German Department addressed
herself to the topic or moral and
active resistance to' oppressive

:

.

.

leader in the underground, which
to his involvement in the"
assassination attempt, and his :
eventual execution.
-

traveler, Trott expressed his
frustration at having to simply sit
back and contemplate his fate.
He vented his frustrations in his

; world

:

political regimes."1 Citing . Daniel

,

'political philosophy and personhood, - and,, actively
international law, a socialist, ' a pursuing this,- Trott became a

.

Berrigan's Dark Night of
Resistance as a contemporary

literary work focusing on this
subject, Ms." Lukens developed
the thesis that through work, one
could find a meaningful response '
to one's existence, no matter how
wretched and oppressive it was. '
Ms. Lukens introduced her
audience to Adam, von Trott, an
anti-Na, German
who was
in
executed for
the 1944 plot to overthrow Hitler.
Trott was a" young aristocrat who

led

Julia Premieres
99

--

"Julia's"
cast is what sells
the movie. Fonda, in the role of the
."'Fred Zinneman's highly reknowned, outspoken playwright
acclaimed film "Julia makes its ; Lillian Hellman, is brilliant. She
Wooster premiere on Friday and plays her part with a strong sense
Saturday nights, at 7:00 and 9:30 of character, combining sensitivity
P-and -- fortitude ,to produce a
"Julia" received an Academy
compassionate and
Award . nomination- - for Best shrewdly
Picture and features a superb cast caring Lillian. Academy Award
headed by Jane Fonda, Vanessa winner Vanessa Redgrave is
.
Redgrave, ; Jason Robards, and equally impressive in the title role
" Maximfflian SchelL
of Lillian's friend Julia.. Jason
:
Despite the amounts of critical -- Robards is. his usual strong self,
This Saturday evening Nancy acclaim bestowed upon this film, it giving us a fine DashieH Hammetr,
Hellman's lifelong colleague and .
Buckingham, assistant professor leaves you with a mixed feeling.
" Maximfflian Schell
the
On
one
cohabitant.
hand,
superb
the
College
of
Wooster and
at The
cinematography
offers
an
and
cameo role
Director"" of the Wooster acting
help
as
an
leader,
cannot
providing a
impress
but
Symphony Orchestra, will present
"
a highly unusual faculty recitaL v even the most skeptical. ' strong and riveting performance.
fflmviewer.
One"
Yet,
time
almost
hates
and
to
time
criticize
Highlighting the program will be
a multimedia presentation Ms. again, flaws appear, and it is these this film. Its cinematography, its
acting, and its underlying theme: a
Buckingham has entitled "Inward flaws that inevitably detract from
the
beauty
film's,
profound
and
intent.
comment on the depths
Journey'' that consists of the
unaccompanied clarinet solo, Zinneman's directing is spotty; his pf a. friendship- between two
"Parable for Clarinet' by Vincent breaks from scene to scene are women, are laudable. In fact, with.,
a better developed plot and more .
- PersichetuV poetry of Conrad often abrupt and inconsistent. The
plot
never
seems
to
materialize.
assertive directing, this film might
roSkA
T2hinf
Kit
Fonnoma rt Ailan
is simply too
: narrative
"
be a classic Nevertheless, it is an
w
enjoyable film, and well worth the
o
photography by Nancy Bucking
admission price.
- '"
primarily with the narrative of the
poem "Winter for a moment takes
the mind" and much of the
photography is of -- the natural
Berlin. For twelve years, his efforts
outdoors. As the poem increases
"by Dan Harkins
have
been aimed at the problems
in introspection, however, the
s
One of eleven Diplomats in of West Berlin and adoption of
photography becomes increasingResidence is' here at the College of several
agreements to ease
ly abstract.
Mr.
Wooster.
D.
Davis,
Robert
facilitate access to
and
a
tensions
The balance of the program will
Foreign Service Officer with the this city. During the WaTs, Mr.
be more traditional. The Mozart-Quint- Department
of State, will be Davis witnessed the first five years '
in A major for Clarinet and
sharing
his
experiences
with civic of the state of Israel and the
Strings will be offered. Performers
and
organizations
classes
here problems which encompassed the
include Robert Hamilton, violin;
Betty Frick, violin; Heidi Rian, and ', at" other colleges. The immigration of a large number of
viola; and Terry Ling, cello. purposes of this program, says Mr. Jews who did not share a common
Davis, are for him io serve as a language or culture. In Honduras,
Debussy's "Premiere Rhapsodie"
resource person and to listen to he was involved in development
will complete the program with
Daniel Winter, pianist, joining Ms. concerned citizens, rather than to projects in public health,
Buckingham. The program will be merely represent the government. education, and farming. Mr. Davis
Mr. Davis has been with the has also served as a consular,
held Jn Mackey Hall of the
thirty-twyears officer in South Africa and a policy
Westminister Church House and State Department
just
and
has
from
returned
West officer with the Voice of America
.will commence at 8:15 p.m.
zi

;

-

by Greg Stolcis

'

all-st- ar

.'

,

his-involveme-

nt

L

V

'

Bach, Felix Mendelssohn's
Sonate U in C Minor, and
Allegro, Romance, and Final

organist, will present a guest organ

recital this Friday evening,

September 22, at 8:15 p.m. in from Louis Vierne's Symphony IV.
McGawChapeL '
. Mr. Geffert, who has studied
violin and piano since the age of
seven, has performed at many

345 E.BOWMAN ST.
;

For Your
Convonionco
'
Just of I the College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travol Inquiries
and Needs
TENTH ANNUAL
7-2- 1.

Course credit offered
See Or. Shutz

"

.

--

--

.

-

recording, released in 1974, and is
broadcastings and recordings.

bi Washington.

Physics Club Organizes

.

frequently asked, to do

--

o

"

with his first comme'rcial

5

'-

et

experienced outstanding success

CALL

2W-W.i-

Diplomat in Residence

n

Nicolas Kynaston. In 1974, Geffert was appointed
to the position of organist at
Annakirche in Aachen, Germany,
and was ' conductor . of the
"Aachener Bachverein." There,
he initiated the Aachener Bach
FestivaL
: "- .
Despite his relative youth,
Johannes Geffert has already

LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch
1978

264-650-

--

throughout his native Germany
and in many other countries of
Europe. In October of 1976 he
toured the United States.
Born in 1951, Geffert is the son
of a
organist in Bonn.
Upon finishing school, he studied
in Cologne with Michael
Schneider,
a time of much
accomplishment for Geffert- - He
then studied in England with
well-know-

-

There will be an organizational
meeting of the Physics Club on
Tuesday, Sept 26 at 7:00 p.m. in
room 101 of Taylor HalL The Club
is a chapter' of the 'national
organization of the Society of

O

Redken Retail
Center
productions:

'

J.
.

an acid balanced body builder for hair
Gives hair amazing new body -

Ramada Inn

i
Come

264-920-

iflMllllNllll

1

see us at I 131 N. Market
l

;

or Call as at
264-476- 7

1

.-

-.

office hours of 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. ;
"CPPS offers formal and informal
assessments for career optiohs,.
helps students get in touch with
who they are, abilities, values, and
how these relate to occupational
' ?
choice,' explained Moore.
Workshops slated for this
quarter include: Graduate Study,
--

Oar specials: Fresh salads
;
Eggplant sandwiches
Tacos
"
Avaeados V
Soy burgers
:
Herbal teas
Smoothies and juices

We have jin eat, too! f

Cont. from pg.

.'

'

:

Brodimer for Ladies
Manestay for Men

-

New Director

way' interested in physics are
invited to attend the meeting.

Vegetarian Dinners Served v

rMw

.

--

ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN:

Precision Hair Shaping

-

Mr. Davis believes that- the
major foreign policy matters today
are a new SALT treaty, the
Physics Students and in the past sagging dollar, the Middle East
has brought guest lecturers to "situation, and conflicts in Africa.;
campus as a major part of its
activities. All those who are in any
'

fBcuuh
)eauui Cental

W fie

-

--

rf

w--k

--

international organ festivals

Consultants

ief

zi

,

;

Flair Travol

all-too-br-

anti-Na-

Included on the program are:
the Concerto in A Minor, by J.S.

Johannes Geffert, concert

.

top-flig- ht

-

Organist Appears
by Cathy Garrigus

N

--

In last week's convocation, Nancy Lukens discussed the life of
Adam von Trott and the nature of resistance to oppression.
- v

'

--

Faculty Presents
Music Recital

r
Photo by Dous Pbtkhom.

"

M.

.

Life -- Planning,

-

New Directions,
Mechanics of Placement, Decision

'

Making, and- - Summer Jobs
Workshops. - r
7.'.'
: Moore urges all students to take
advantage of CPPS and to watcti "
for further information on special
progranyningand recruitment . --

?'
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"A
by Dianna Troyer

::

-

;

broadcasting season on , the . basis of

a

license. "You can ,corne m
regularly and do a
news cast every day. You just rtp
pff the UPI copy from the teletype

cooperative organization.
Joe Rapport offers advice for
those who have an interest in radio
but who don't have a broadcasting

staff are being directed toward
!The Alternative - Radio for ; creating a professional sounding"
.Wayne County", will resume its radio station that operates from
close-kni- t,

five-minu- te

.

; September 24 from Wishart Hall.
WCWSTs licensed to serve the ,;
community of Wayne County and
: since it is a
radio,.
the college funds it The
5
. station will air daily at 7:30 a.m.

basketball games, public service
announcements, promotions for
campus organizations, and Radio
Canada. During December, the
Metropolitan Opera will be
featured on Saturday nights. The
station is also trying to obtain
more gold music and hits eight
months old or older for its record
library.

al

non-commerci-

390-wa-

tt

with a lineup of shows featuring
classical, rock, jazz, soul, and folk
: music. This year the station will
have a fresh start with a new staff
; and 'new equipment. (The staff
would like to develop a better
sound and also see more student
C
involvement.
The main staff headed by Andy
Robertson, General Manager", also .?
includes David Gates, Prograrh
Director;.; Tom ShriHa, Chief
Engineer; Scott Peterley, Head of
Production; and Joe Rapport,
'New Director! '
David is excited about the
recent purchases. "We ' have
$10,000 worth of new equipment
to work with. That includes a new audio board, new tape cartridges, ,y
and a new production studio with a
custom made ten channel board."
The talents and energy of the
-

.

--

-

and read it over the ahr. There's no
fumbling for words or freezing at
the mike. It's a cheap way to get
involved with the station and it
only takes 30 minutes each day."
WCWS will continue to
broadcast the football and

.

PERRY
OPTICAL

.

.

TO SEE BETTE- RSEE PERRY OPTICAL

.

.

CTO

.

.

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION

--

Holding Back
New Trend
C

; :

Cant, from pg. 3

mm

-

some opposition to the trend.;
"Most teachers were not happy
.moving children ahead, --but often
society,' through .school boards'

and administrators;

7

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES

b3

--

has

SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
.

-

T

ALL

1

demanded it. It is argued that if we
held children back we might impair

PRESCRIPTIONS

'

.:

Association president Dick

broadcasts, such spectacles as this performance of the Chicago
During the school year, WCWS-F'
Lyric Cpcra along with its regular programming

Maxwell. These worries are what
led to social promotions in the first
place.
Now several teacher

.associations

M

".--

-

dormitories be subjected to icy
blasts of wind and snow for the
duration of the winter season. The
energy conservation aspect is also
easily apparent: with less cold air

These new vinyl clad, double
insulated, Thermopane glass
windows have ' replaced the

-

WC Afrom
Starts
pg.

warped,

Steel-frame-

d,

.

nbn-insulat-

ed

expensive heat is needed within.
So this winter, as the cold fronts
move in, sit back in your warm and
snugly insulated dorm room and
listen to the fierce howl of winter "
wind outside as it beats in vain

--

SAT Scores Revealed
w

percent).

women

average

continued, to

score

--

field in popularity for

262-586-

Street

6

:
,

VX&Zl IMSU

both sexes.

764

It's second most popular foHowinq
was health and medicine for
women and engineering for men.

ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle'- -:
-

248 W. North

u

.

-

had
And, although
higher GPA's (3.15 compared to
men's 3.03), the men still scored
higher on both verbal and math
sections. Women did excel in the
written English section, where the

;

decline.
v
'
Finally, business and commerce
continued as the fastest growing

O

Grace's Wine
Shoppe

.

.

Cont, from pg. 3

fenestra
your
,
tions and relax.
For what is money - when
measured against comfort?
double-insulate- d

.

entering - from ; without," less

portholes of last year.
1 yi:
;
Cont.
The chemical reasons for this
' workshops for volunteers starting move are obvious: windows set in
in October, and is modeled after a wood are warmer, than those set in
metaL The domestic implications
similar program, at Denison
' University which has been quite are equally manifest: no longer will
.'' successful
the inhabitants of these
.

2344344

Keeping Dorms Warm
Fenestrations
Cont. from pg. 2
against the thermopane glass of

are charging

administrators with changing
failing marks to passing grades, a
practice, many teachers ignore
because of fear of a lost job. "
;

333 EAST LIBERTY

.

.

-

.

--

FILLED

them . emotionally," worries

Massachusetts' Teachers
'

.

.

Akron's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.

Call Collect

0-535-6178

- Avenue

'

1

Made to Order Chese. Pepperoni. Sausage,
Uushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onion
v

.

many savings

Sat-5p.m.2a.-

plans. Let'

Only

5-1- 2,

1

'

.

..'

First iff Federal

Loan Auocialion
of Wootter
1812 Cleveland Road

SaringB &

m.

Sunday Carry-Ou- t

t

your money grow so it can,
unlock tomorrow.

a.

Frt.

;

The key to having money,
later is with saving now. Wei
can help you with one of our

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO W003TER!
,
Come See Us: "v
m.
WeekdaysSp. m:-l-

V

I

crj

'The Pizza with the Big Secret!
-

,

Pittsburgh

urn

-

Closed Tues.

2647812
IM

J J
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Symposium Catalyst For Raising Spcial PrbHe BUS
From Page

1

The resource people include
Staughton Lynd, a Youngstown
attorney, Richard Fernandez of
the Ecumenical Coalition of the
Mahoning Valley and Charles W.
Rawlings, an officer for Church

Youngstown

Sheet and Tube
Company last fall. The coalition
hopes to reopen the mill under
local ownership and put some of
the 5,000 unemployed people back

to work.

.

and Society. The workshop will be Thursday workshop in Lean
Lecture Room. Ricardo Ramirez,
n
a priest from the
"The Chicano ; Struggle"" for
Cultural Center in San
Liberation: Where isof the 'Antonio,': along with David
the Hernandez from the EJ Centro
Church?"; is the theme
His pano in Dayton, and Joy Hintz
an author on the problems of
migrant workers, will help lead the
workshop.

' in Mateer Auditorium.

women, Jacqueline Grant, an
African Episcopal Methodist
minister and Natalia Vonnegut, an
Episcopal priest and director of
the Julian Mission, a crisis center
'

Mexican-America-

.

in Indianapolis.

In addition, films pertaining to
various issues will be shown during

,

of the Mexican American
--

population

'

438 N. Bever

(5 blocks

and their organized

struggle for liberation, the
workshop' wiH also discuss

Wooster, Ohio 44691
.

;

Dealing with the real conditions

HILTY GREENHOUSES
south of Wishart Hall)

ASupplier
Grower
Not A Merchandiser
years!
of greenhouse fresh indoor- plants to college students

"
Growing information gladly given!
Stop and see this area's largest selection of top quality indoor plants! Students - bring this advertisement in for an additional 10 discount
'
through October 14, 1978!
.

Stop, See, Shop and Save!

-

Male-Dominat-

Mexican-America-

ed

Judeo-Christia- n

--

.

--

n

DIIMO'S
DRIVE THRU

COLD

-

and Win
Br
Champagne

Carryowt
PIZZA

11:00
Monday thru
Fndoy and Saturdoy - 11 00 o.m.-Wooster
Th.-jrdo-

'

.

..

in

(JjQlr
:

".OrtfttM

BNOIMKS RUM
. . ..COOL Kit

.
.

it cures ccnccr.

LOHOU . .

QuiCTCB

''.'

f

Mask,

wear.

lav

E

liberty

.'

:

;vy

The makers of STP Oil Treatment make it
sound like a "Fountain of youth for old cars and a
super tonic for new cars.
They claim it does everything from protecting
engine parts to reducing heat, noise, friction, and

V
'

429

that
' they;dcn't claim

.v

-.
.-

:

o.rrt.-11:0-

y

-

We're surprised

Hr

All Mod

Soft Drinks and lea

3

-

-

Furthermore, the two ordained
women will be visiting the women's
table,, while the priests from the
Centers will
attend the social sciences table.
Resource people will be housed
in Babcock International House
and the Wooster Inn. Schedules
will be posted throughout the
dorms and anyone wanting further
information is asked to contact a '
committee member.
In the planning stage is a
February symposium on values
and higher education.

:

for

-

,

classes.

"liberation theology,'' a Christian
theology which uses marxist social
analysis. The American Cultural
Center which advocates this
theology is also a training center
for Hispanic leaders around the
world.
The final case study on Friday,
"Women Beyond Submission:
The Growing Resistance to
Theology," will discuss
topics such as how the
theology has acted as a
hinderance to the emancipation of
women. Composing the resource
people will be - two ordained

.

".

each case study and will be
available for classroom use as well.
Teachers are "encouraged to
contact any committee member if'
they would like printed materials'
on the sessions,, or to arrange for
resource people to visit their

m

rucj

To

0

l

Your Car

leave

p.n
00 a.m.
Ph.

362-044- 4

-

"It

Welcome to Wooster!

,

They say it's the "racer's edge." Whatever
that means. Well, nereis what STP Oil Treatment
really is.
- It's a can of thick goo that makes the oil it's
added to thicker.
But if you want a thicker oil, you can just buy
a heavier grade of oil (like 40 or 50 weight) in the
first place. Or if you want a
oil
(like 10W 30), you can just buy that, too. And
save the expense of STP. For most cars under
almost all driving conditions, the right motor oil
is all you'll ever need for your car's crankcase.
The very nicest thing we can say about STP Oil
Treatment is that it's probably a wasle of money.
But there are less nice things, too.
STP can change the proportions of chemical '
additives (detergent,
etc.) already for-mulated in most motor oils, and it can make cold
weather starts harder.
Mercedes Benz even says it could invalidate .
their new car warranties.
Many motor oil manufacturers, including
Kendall, Quaker State, Pennzoil and Valvoline,
advise you not to use additives like STP.
Even Consumer Reports (July 1971) says you
don't need STP. The makers of STP. must have
forgotten to mention aH that. And what do you
have on the other side? "The racer's edge."
Whatever that means.
--

I

'

I

la

"multi-viscosity-

I
I

LH'.C

ifSl

tr

1

7f

ConaoHATlOW

'

i

'

'
-

iru.M,.tMU
Mnaikiirt aaaBM

I

'

M
Var

friend

"
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'
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'

anti-rus-
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-

V

-
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.

'

mm.
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Public Interest Advertisement from the
Center for Auto Safety : .
1223 Dupont Circle Bids.. Wash.. D.C. 20036
Produced by Public Communication, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
A

roinri--'
I

V

1.
f

?

PUBLIC SQUARE

Member ot First

MARKET

at

SOUTH

Be G'Oup Ol Onto. fcte.

COLLEGE

HILLS OFFICE

V0mbfJ.lC,

ADD TO C!

A Full Service Bonk

.
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PUSH Attacks Stones
--

CHICAGO, ILL.

(CPS)--Operatio- n

PUSH, the black
group chaired by Rev. Jesse
Jackson, has declared war on the

self-hel- p

Rolling Stones.

flww
r
SULfUiii'
, WVON, a major - black radio
station in Chicago, has already
agreed not to play "Miss You,"
which makes rather astounding
claims ; about ' black women's
uyua1 attitudes. WBLS in New
York has also refused to play the

tits
11

--

most-popul-

-

GMATGRE Deadlines

--

t

COMPLETE STOCKS
OF

loving ahead

Those planning to take one or
more of the admission tests
required by graduate and
professional schools are advised

Men's & Women's
Clothing
and
Furnishings

to ' register for the tests

immediately. A disruption in mail
service could prevent those who
delay from being registered for the
early fall administrations. Regular.
Registration Deadlines for the
examinations are: .
OcAdmission Test (GMAT)
tober 6, 1978.
Graduate Record Examination
(GRE)
September 25, 1978.
Late Registration Deadlines
generally are one week later than

song.
Rev. Jackson told Variety the
; album's lyrics are "an insult to our
race and degrading to our
women." WBLS program director
Hal Jackson (no relation) added
. that "I know Mick (Jagger) very
welL The guy's really not a bigot,
but (writing the lyrics) was a stupid
thing to do."
the Regular
Stupid or not, it's selling. "Miss .Deadlines.
-

Store Hour: Uon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:50
Friday and Saturday Nights Till

and

ar

PUSH is

organizing a boycott of the Stones'
latest album, "Some Girls," and
"Miss You," a single taken from

.

there's
lots of living

You" is currently the fourth
biggest selling single in the
country, while "Some Girls" is the
nation's third
album.

Registration

iV
Why

"

TV

at'..?

i

v

cpt short?

King Renews Campus Feud
Cont. from Pg. 3
and Anglicans raised most of the
school's original endowment.
'
But during the American
Revolution the school's land was
seized, and its name was changed
to ; Columbia. The college-les- s
Anglicans got another charter,
bought some land in Nova Scotia,
and started a new school called
College.- --

King's
Yet they haven't forgotten.

King's College President John
Godfrey has now asked Columbia
President William Gill to pay up. '
Godfrey says he's willing to settle
for a modest $50 million. If Gill
refuses-an-d
he already
says hell Just take the
campus back.
N
has-Godf-

Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.

Good Merchandise
Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio

Censer Socoty

rey

--

"We are amused," a Columbia
spokesman told the Chronicle of

Higher Education.

.rater

1rf

tike

mm
THE
CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY

CS

OF WAYNE COUNTY

I"--

Chewolet or Noa V-- . at
If you drive a 1965 to 69 futt-i67 co 69 Camaro V-- you're ia mm danger- t-- i
maum..
.rh fukwJ
w.w
inUX U w
If one breaks and the engine shifts, ires jam your
wide open and koock our your power muo u
,
The greatest danger are ox torn w iuu
Several thousand accidena and injuries have bees reported.
w

8,

inx

Member FDIC

Prepared

fey

The Stem Concern

:

and Km sfcaths have been alleged.

Geaeasl Motors has announced they won't give vou new engine
U
mkm But they have agreed to inscall a free safety cable that
bold the engine in place.
That way if a mount goes, you won't.
'If you're driving one of these cars, get it to a Chevrolet
ervice department ...slowly.
Center for Auto Safety
WaaiMnctom O.C 20044
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Scots Opera With 2 WiiS Nye

I:

-

amis tflG

- by Kevin KUcommons

opposition shoot six times at our
goal as opposed to the Scotts
thirty on their goal.
Returning this 'season on the
varsity are ten letter winners. In
came on September 9 against "the forward fine are
letter
winner" Ken Kolich, and
Case Western with the score of
The second victory, a count, letter winning sophomores Chuck
was earned a week later against.. ABen, - Jeff Lamscha and Jeff
White,
Ohio Northern.
a
Playing on the
Starting his fourteenth year as
fine will,
coach, Bob Nye feels confident be three-timletter winning co- that his team wiD do well this captain Doug Goodwin,
season against some of the sophomores Bob Wheatcroft and '
toughest soccer schools in the Paul Warcflaw. On the
and nation. These teams . line
and three-tim- e
include Cleveland State, Southern letter winner Nick Crismali will
Methodist, Ohio University, West head the team's defense with
Virginia and Akron (which was Senior Mark Pruiss and
played on Sept. 19 - too late to be , sophomore Karl Rosengren in
support..
covered in this issue).
, After two games the Scots have
Coach Nye cites that compared scored three goals. In the tirst
to last year's team, which was game against Case Western'
Wooster's finest to date, the 78 Chuck Allen scored in the first
squad is equal thus far in shots on half. Then "in the second half
goal in the first two games. The another goal was scored by
coach went on to stress that the Freshman Stu Maurer,
defense is doing even a better job ' from Vero Beach, Florida.
Tommorrow at 1:30 p.m. the
than last year. In the - Case
Western game the coach pointed Scotts play their second home
out that the defense only let the game against Ohio University.
Fighting Scots soccer is off to
another potentially successful
season with two victories already
under the team's belt. The first win
.

"4.

7

two-tim- e

2-- 0.

1--

one-tim- e

0

-

half-bac- k

e

full-bac-

mid-we-

,

0

A

st

co-capta-

k

in

--

--

Senior Mark Pruiss, a stalwart on the Scot defense for the past two years, is one reason the soccer
team opened the season with shutouts over
and Ohio Northern. Photo byAmy Stmcetta.

half-bac- k,

Case-Weste- rn

Scots Win
by Dan Hunter
Late last spring, The College of
Wooster was awarded the Ohio
Athletic Conference
Championship for the 1977-7-8
academic year. This means that
Wooster was ranked first among
the fourteen OAC schools on the
basis of a point system that
All-Spor- ts

r7
evaluates

each- - schooTs overall

--

All-Spor-

Tkle

ts

'

performance.
,"AH the members of our staff
' and all our student athletes should
be extremely proud of this
accomplishment,'' said - Athletic
Director Al Von Wie. Wooster
finished only a half point behind
This
Ohio Wesley an in 1976-77- .
year the Scots edged runner-u- p
Mount Union by 1
points.
Wooster last won the
--

AO-Spor-

Championship hi 1971. - Van Wie stated, This award

;

ts

Pifco'o Peak

Comoro Shop

IN THE ft AM AO A INN

T

-

Welcome Back for a Glorious Autumn
The Shop With Everything

shows that Wooster has a good
program across the board instead
of being strong in only one or two
sports.' Headed that winning the
Championship is a
significant achievement because it
proves that an institution can have
both good academic
and athletic
;

)tys

All-Spor- ts

- ,
'. ;.."
programs.- V. :
Van Wie attributes this recent
success to an "excellent staff and
to a competitive - program that
attracts good athletes. In the
future, . Van Wie hopes that
Wooster's most successful teams
-

--

.

continue to do weD and that
"
the rest will improve.
Championship
The
Plaque will officially be presented
will

All-Spor- ts

to The College by the
,

commissioner of the OAC at hall
time of the homecoming football
'
- game on October 14.

Threads Liberated

Stu Maurer is one of several freshmen that coach Bob Nye is
counting on to bolster the Scots in their bid to repeat as OAC
champs. Pftoto by Amy Sancrtta.
', ":.'-..- '
--

.

150 N. Walnut

THIS WEEK'S SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION
FOOTBALL vs. Kenvon away Sat., Sept. 23.

SOCCER vs. Ohio University at home Sat., Sept. 23, 3:30 p m.; vs.
Cleveland State away Wed., Sept. 27.

AS

::

x

i
i

-

$2oo OFF
Any Item With Coupon
Levis, Sedgefield
Levis for Girls, Rangier

:

CROSS COUNTRY at home hosting Ohio Conference cross
country relays- - Sat., Sept. 23, 11 a.m.; vs. Kenyon away Tues.,
Sept. 26.
.
FIELD HOCKEY vs. Muskingum away Mon Sept. 25.

CITY
NE WS

S. Market
2C3-515- 1

Expires Oct. 14,1978
-

-

Magazines
-

'

Greeting Cards 3

Newspapers
Smoke Shop
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Gridders Beat Adrian 21-- 7
by Hank Spenryv
The College of. Wooster

another drive, but linebacker Rob

.

Fighting Scots football team took
up right where they left off last
year, defeating a good Adrian
Michigan football team 21-- in the
opener at Severance Stadium on
7

Saturday.

-

.

-

.i:

The: first quarter was a test of
'. the Scot defensive mettle. At this
point the offense was struggling,
giving the ball to the Bulldogs in
good field position..

-

-

"

-

'

:

""

v

--

t

".

"After - a punt and a penalty
against Wooster, Adrian received
the ball on the Wooster 36 yard
line. After four plays Adrian had a
first down at the Scot 24.
Quarterback Paul Downs faded to
pass on first down and threw
toward favorite receiver Joe
Bacani, standing on the 4 yard line;
but defensive back Rick Kolencik
saved a touchdown with a key
?
- .
interception.
Taking over at their own 4, the
Scots remained pinned and were
forced to punt. Adrian again
received good field position at the
Wooster 37. The Bulldogs began

-

rf"'

intercepted a Downs pass at the
Wooster 9 yard line. 7
Eventually kick ran out on the
Scots. After another squelched
Scot offensive series, a Tim Raffel
punt was blocked and Adrian
recovered on the Scot 2 yard line.
During this series the quarter ran
out; but almost as soon as the
teams had switched sides, Paul
Downs hit Joe Bacani in the end
zone for an 8 yard scoring play.
The Scots, however, rebounded
quickly. Jim Powers returned the
ensuing kickoff 15 yards to the
Wooster 31. After four plays the
Scots had the ball on their own 49.
On the very next play George
Anderson took the ball and thrilled
the Severance Stadium crowd by
romping 51 yards toward Fighting
Scot paydirt. Kevin Lynch tied the
game with the point after.

.

Sophomore quarterback Tim Raffel directed the Scot offense in
the 21-- 7 win over Adrian, completing 5 of 12 passes for 97 yards.

.

After thirteen minutes

of

scoreless play the teams went into
the locker room, deadlocked at

7-- 7.

The Scots struck again on their
possession in the third
quarter. Taking the ball on the 50
yard line, the Scots drove
downfield and capped the drive
when tight end Vince Cellini made
a shoestring catch in the end zone
of a Tim Raffel 6 yard scoring
first

in

-

:

strike. Kevin Lynch's kick made it

-

'

I

.
Meanwhile, the tough
Wooster defense continued to
14-7-

stepped up and

McCoy

thwart Adrian's attack.
Wooster sealed Adrian's fate
immediately in the fourth and final
period. After taking over at
Raffel threw to flanker Chris
Romano who sprinted into the end
zone, completing the 50 yard pass
play. Lynch made it 3 for-3- , the
defense continued its dominance,
and. the score stood for the rest of
the game. 21-mid-fiel-

d,

7.

In the statistical department,
most of the team stats were fairly

close
--

except for a glaring

"

difference in rushing yardage. On
48 attempts Wooster had a net
gain of 184 yards. On the other
hand, the opposition was pushed
back 87 yards by the monstrous
Scot defense, netting only 14 yards
rushing for the day! .
George Anderson and Rich
Leone were the top gainers for the
winners, juvith' 82 and 55 yards,
respectively. Quarterback Tim
Raffel passed for 97 yards,
completing 5 of 12 attempts. Most
of his aerials were directed toward
Chris Romano who led receivers
with 62 yards and one touchdown
on two receptions.

.

Coach Tom Hollman noted that- '
the offense, "didn't perform as well
as we'd have liked." But he feels .
' Cont. on pg. 12
-

J
J

J

Cindy Clark will be playing an important leadership role on the young Scottie field
Senior
hockey team. The Scotties opened with a 1 tie at Oberlin on Wednesday.
co-capta- in

1--

Scotties Anticinate Success

by Brenda E. Luger
only other upperclassman on the
The Women's - Varsity Field team will be Abby Shultz, who was
to play last season due to
Hockey Team has their work cut
out for them this year to maintain illness.
Coach Moore is pleased with
their 1977 season second place
Kathy
Coach
but
the fact hat there will be three
state rank,
Moore has no doubt that her team freshmen recruits irl the starting
is- - good enough to meet the 7 lineup
this year. .Defenseman
Kathy Majeski, and offensive
challenge. .
There are four returning letter players Nancy Hall and Amy
winners on the team this year, Barnard will complete the talented
including the three senior captains Field Hockey squad.
V

7-unab-
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-

:

.
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BE ALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS-

H
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(Juil Norm o the Coilaaal

Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 -- 4:15

24 Hour

'

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
people wiD succeed? Because they
How are we so ure the pro-lif- e
of
reflect, m all they do and ay about the evil of abortion, the sentiment!am
abolitionist Wm. Uoyd Garriaon, who said about the ev3 of slavery:
in earnest. I wUI no equivocate. I wifl not excuse. I will not retreat a single
inch. AND I WILL BE HEARD!"
ABORTION FACTS
The slogan: "Don't deny the poor the abortions the rich obtain,"
superficially has emotional appeal, as does any plea for help for the poor.
But h violates elemental principles of logic and humanity, for it comes
by
down to this: because some of the rich kill off their children
the poor do likewise.
abortion...to equalize matters, the public must helphelp
the poor, not help
The humane and loving thing, of course, is to really
OF LAW, U.
PROF.
LOU1SELL,
W.
DAVTD
children.
kul
their
them
'
BERKELY.
CALIF.,
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO

'

Coin-O- p

T

264-528-

-

9

EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid
FREE Pregnancy Hotline

MANSFIELD

1-419-52-

."

-

6-1372

Cindy Clark, who was also captain
last . year , Card. Bowers, and
Hilary ; Bohannan. The fourth
returnee is sophomore, Mary
Vlahos, who won a varsity letter as
a freshman: ' :
Kathy Seaman and Goal Keeper
Beth Sperry will be playing varsity
this year after competing with the
Junior Varsity Team in 1977. The

1-800-34-

.

When asked about the season,
to come, Coach Moore said, "We
have the scoring punch. The
defense is tightening up, so by the
time we are into the season we are
going, to be really strong."
The Scotties have been working
since August 28, when Coach
Moore held pre season practice
for freshmen and new players, and
the entire team has been training
since Labor Day.

4-7211
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I. loose foe a
CI arkl
k 51
yard touchdown
broke
Junior George Anderson
yarns.
im
rushing
in
led
Scots
with
the
run against Adrian and
.mm

FREE!

Catalog of Collegiate Research
'

Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
Ofjer expire Dec. 31, 1978

SEND TO:

Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 84396Los Angeles, CA. 90073

,
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Despite Loss to ONU. . .

Scot Haroeirs "Opt SmniistEC
fifteenth. He also competed in the
NCAA Division- - III national meet.
Carwile wiD be serving as a tricaptain along with seniors Jeff
Pepper and Jan Wilkins.
Challenging Carwile for the top

by Jim WSkins

Generally when a cross country
team loses four of its five top

"

-

'

'

.

-

over 2,000 runners in the recent
race.
Cleveland Heart-a-tho'
Gamble will be getting his first
taste of college competition this
n

-'

runners to graduation and transfer
the coach must resign himself to
'.suffering through a rebuilding

:
-

--

year. "Having never

y

run-competitivel-

Bruce still has
spot on the. team wiS be Pepper something to learn," Bean said,
year-Nand freshman standout Joe "but I've been impressed with the
so with Scots crcs country Paviovitch, who was the Scots' top . way he is running."
coach 'Jim Bean, who remains
finisher against Ohio Northern,
optimistic despite losing four of his
finishing third in 2627.
'.
Others who figure to contribute
top performers from the 2 squad
Carwile was fourth against ' to the depth .of the team are
'
of 1977.
Northern in 26:39 while Pepper seniors Charlie Pepper and '
His optimism was tempered . was hampered by a leg injury and George Chambers, junior Keith
g
somewhat by the team's
finished ninth in 2725.
Allen, sophomore Matt Morra and
- 7
loss at Ohio
freshman Bob Ogden.
' 'Northern, yet the improvement of. "John, Jbff and Joe have all
"Basically I feel very good about
. three returning lettermen and the
looked very good so far," Bean where we are at this point," Bean
addition of several fine runners said. "All three of them are good said. "We're far ahead of where we
who did not compete last year enough to compete on even terms were a year ago at this time.".
have Bean convinced that this will with just about anyone in the
be more than just a rebuilding conference.".
year. '
The fourth and fifth spots will be
filled from a group of five runners
"When you lose four of your top '. including Wilkins, seniors. Dan
Cont. from pg. 11
five runners you're obviously ' Hunter . and Bruce Gamble,
--wiS mature as the
offense
the
starting in a pretty big hole," Bean sophomore Kevin Quinn and
progresses.
season
..
'
enough
in
admitted. "Yet I've seen
freshman John Johns. .7Coach Hollman ' was well
preseason workouts and our first
pleased with the defense. "I
Wilkins was the Scots' fourth
meet to believe well have a very
a real good job
respectable team."
man against Northern, finishing thought they did
finish,"
from
start
he said. He
to
If the results of the first meet are fifteenth in 28:48. Like Pepper he is
credited rotating defensive
letterman.
any indication of the season a three-yea- r
"Against Northern Jim did not linemen Daryi .Ward, Marty
ahead, the Scots should have
Jan Saunders, and Mike
three runners among the best in run as well as he is capable of Cvelbar,
RencSna with keeping pressure on
the Ohio Conference. The running," Bean said. "He should Adrian
quarterback Paul Downs.
difference between a great season have his best year ever." He also praised secondary men
- and a good one will be determined
by how well Bean can fill thefourth - Quinn - finished seventeenth Tom Crow, Dale Former, Doug
Greenleaf, and Rkk Kolencik with
and fifth spots on the team.
against Northern (29:05) while .doing, "a real good job for us."
Johns was close behind in 29:10. - The Scots are looking forward
Bean's top returnee is junior
Hunter is returning to cross to this week's contest in Gambier
John Carwile, who was the Scots' country ' after sitting out last against the Kenyon Lords.
The .... For four years Cindy Barr was an important member of thev
top placer in the Ohio Conference ' season. He proved he is ready tor a
by
"are led
senior
championship last fall; finishing fine year by finishing 55th out of Lords
her senior year."
quarterback Terry Brog, who was Scottie basketball team, serving as
the OAC's fourth leading passer
last year. Coach Hollman is
-looking for more passing and a .
greater variety of receivers from
the Kenyon team. The Lords were',
narrowly beaten last Saturday by
Capital University,
.
Cindy Barr, a 1978 graduate of Barr's athletic talent brought her
'
in 3
r
Wooster and winner of last year's wide recognition and respect both
THE
at "Wooster and around the state.
Women's Athletic Association's
Limited Offer Thru Sept. 30
Outstanding Female Athlete
She lettered for three years as
award, died in a car accident goalie ofthe field hockey team.
August 4th near her home in . Named captain her senior year,
1 Uth Cttll9 Hills. SHOP
Mansfield.
Barr's brilliant play in last year's
Snopplnfl Camar
- four years at Wooster,
herIn
state
tournament helped carry.
-Phoot
...
Wooster to a second place finish.
'
Barr lettered four years in
:
basketball and was a
year.
also
was
She
a
her senior
member of Wooster's cjub Softball
Coupon
team. .
:
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Gridders Win p- -
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Cindy BarngShe Meant
Much ib Scottie Sports

3 Piece Slant
Coat, Vest Pants

17-1- 6.

shades Corduroy

now

-

$675Q

Camel, Walnut and Grey

Save.
20
,

H

-
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262-884-

S
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--
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co-capta-
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"Cindy

obviously played

outstanding leadership roles with
aD the teams she participated
with," women's Athletic Director
Nan Nichols said. "She had the
respect of every individual she
played with and the respect of the
schools she played against."
;
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Any Blue Jean or Casual
Flare or Straight Leg
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Good thru Sept. 30th
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